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Hospital Design
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VALAMO results: OR-work procedures
- Bern - - Zurich - - Leuven - - MAYO - symbols (scaled)

Results
Hospitals and layout concepts
Bern (1964): A, but no holding area
Zurich (1990): A, but no holding area
Leuven (1985): B, but planed as A
MAYO (1981): B, but partly planed as A

In contrast to the Swiss hospitals (6-8 OR’s, 
induction rooms, no central holding areas), the 
MAYO-Clinic (45 OR’s) as well as the hospital in 
Leuven (16 OR’s) have central holding areas, an 
integrated post anaesthesia care unit. Both 
hospitals had induction rooms which are no longer 
in use due to cost constraints! The hospital in 
Leuven shows an efficient work in small teams (no 
nurse anaesthetists) and an OR layout which 
facilitates the organisation because of a clustered 
and transparent (overview) structure.

Beside of all architectural aspects, the interviews 
shows the important factor of  human resources: 
“You can have 10 different processes but when 
your staffing don’t facilitate the processes, the 
processes gone be slow down.” J. Miller, Nurse 
Manager Mayo Medical Center

3 . Layouts + Interviews
University hospital’s  layout

of operating room facility
architecture were analysed 

and semi-structured interviews
were performed with OR users.

The VALAMO (variable layout
model) supports the processes

of knowledge transfer.

4. FIT-System
Tasks and links
in anaesthesia
work (preparation,
induction) were                           

analysed with a 
new mobile event              

recording technique
(the FIT-System).

1. Concept A or B?
The discussion in the layout
of a new hospital building is, wether:

Concept A - to have a central holding area
only for patient waiting and separate rooms

for induction and preparation of  the patient, or:  
Concept B - to do preparations in advance in the  

holding area and all other work in the OR.
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2. System’s variables
Twelve ergonomic variables were   

defined and linked together with 168 other 
variables of the project. Result is  

the high importance of the  
ergonomic variable: the 

transparency of the 
work processes.

Nr. 6:
Transparency
of processes
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FIT-System Analysis: Team-Taskstructure Preparation/Induction

5. Information structuring
The information are structured under
aspects of: work organisation, patient’s 
point of view, ergonomics, training and 
efficiency, and education in relation to the
different layouts.

Conclusion/Discussion
Hospitals are complex systems and changes
are hard to anticipate. A method to manage the
high amount of interdependent system variables
can support decision making. Knowledge transfer 
from similar systems is a further help, but requires
tools (FIT-System, VALAMO) for the registration of 
work procedures and for verbalisation of knowledge.
This provides the decision makers with valuable data,
but those information must reach the architects too and
in an early planing stage. Experts in Ergonomics are hereby
important for those information processing and disseminaton.
But the most important experts are the users and their voices,
as a metaphor for transfering their knowledge and experiences. 

Structured user statements (7 of at all 580 statements)

University Hospital of Bern


